Ultra-Widefield Autofluorescence Imaging of Retinal Detachment Compared to Retinoschisis.
Localized retinal detachment can appear similar to peripheral retinoschisis (RS) based on clinical exam alone. This study utilized ultra-widefield autofluorescence (UAF) to characterize retinal changes in patients with rhegmatogenous retinal detachment (RRD) compared to RS and to help differentiate these two entities in the era of multimodal imaging. A retrospective review of 282 eyes undergoing diagnostic UAF. Eyes were excluded if the quality of the color photograph or UAF prevented reliable evaluation, or if they contained significant peripheral retinal pathology such as diabetic retinopathy or retinal vein occlusions. Eyes were determined to have RRD or RS based on dilated fundus examination, ultrasound, and optical coherence tomography imaging consistent with the diagnosis. Fifty-three eyes were included; 38 had retinal detachment, and 25 had RS. Eyes were determined to be bullous or not from the color photographs. Based on all UAFs reviewed, images were determined to have granular, normal, hypo-, hyper-, or mixed autofluorescence patterns. The posterior border of the RRD and RS was evaluated separately and determined to have hyper-, hypo-, granular, mixed, or normal autofluorescence. Thirty-three eyes with RRD (86.8%) appeared bullous compared to 12 eyes with RS (48%; P = .002). UAF was considered granular in zero (0%) of RRD eyes and one (4%) RS eye, normal in one RRD eye (2.63%) and 17 (68%) RS eyes, hypoautofluorescent in 27 (71.1%) RRD eyes and four (16%) RS eyes, hyperautofluorescent in one (2.63%) RRD eye and one (4%) RS eye, and mixed in nine (4%) RRD eyes and two (8%) RS eyes (P < .001). When evaluating the posterior leading edge on UAF, 84.2% (n = 32) of patients with RRD had a hyperautofluorescent leading edge compared to 25% (n = 6) of patients with RS (P < .001). UAF was homogenous in 65.8% (n = 25) of cases of RRD versus in 92% (n = 23) of cases of RS (P = .037). To the authors' knowledge, this is the first study to utilize UAF imaging to differentiate RRD and RS. Findings suggest there are differences between RRD and RS with regards to UAF, UAF of the posterior border, and homogeneity of the area affected. UAF should be considered in the era of multimodal imaging, particularly when clinical exam alone is inadequate to differentiate these two entities. [Ophthalmic Surg Lasers Imaging Retina. 2019;50:550-556.].